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Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Diesel Power Magazine how to. Cummins engines are
thought to be completely indestructible. In practice, however, there are two fatal flaws that not
only damage these engines but can ruin them beyond repair. These engines feature a steel
dowel pin that locates the front timing gearcase. Over time, this steel dowel pin can wobble out
due to the constant heat cycles and vibrations of the engine. If or when the dowel pin works its
way completely out, it falls into the timing gearcase. When the dowel pin falls, a few things can
happen. If you're lucky, the pin will miss everything and just fall straight into the oil pan. If
you're not so lucky, it will hit one of the timing gears and shoot out the side of the timing case,
creating a BP-sized oil spill in your driveway. In the third and most unfortunate scenario, the
steel pin will jam between the timing gears. This typically causes the cam to break, the valves to
hit the pistons, and the engine to internally self-destruct. While this last scenario is rare a hole
in the timing gearcase and a big puddle of oil is most likely , it has happened to many
unfortunate enthusiasts, which is how it got its name-the killer dowel pin KDP. It's known as the
53 block problem, because these engine blocks have the number 53 cast into the side of the
crankcase. After years of use, the 53 blocks tend to crack until coolant starts to pour out the
side of the block. This is an issue that many people kid themselves about. While it's something
you can live with for a while, eventually the leak will get so severe that you'll be refilling your
cooling system on your commute to work. Sooner or later, the truck will need a new engine if
it's not repaired. Tackling the Killer Dowel Pin For a KDP repair, most of the front of the engine
needs to be disassembled to gain access to the timing gearcase. The fan, shroud, overflow
bottles, balancer, and lower pulley all need to be removed. With the front of the engine stripped,
you can install a small metal tab over the dowel pin to keep it from rattling out. While you're in
there, make sure to tighten up all the gearcase bolts. These bolts loosen over time and will do
just as much damage or more if they fall into the front geartrain. After performing this repair or
getting a shop to do it for you you'll feel much better knowing you're not driving a ticking time
bomb down the highway. The 53 Block-An Impossible Fix? While other Cummins blocks have
been known to crack, the 53 blocks are by far the most common. To identify a 53 block, look for
the casting numbers on the front driver side of the engine. We might as well break it to you right
off the bat. The best way to fix a cracked 53 block is to replace it. A lot of people try to fix a
cracked 53 block by other means-with varying degrees of success. Temporary fixes include
block stitching, stitch welding, and J-B Weld. These temporary fixes can hold you over until you
can find a replacement engine from a junked truck, or let you save your pennies and dimes until
you can buy a new engine. The real problem with these temporary fixes is the wall thickness in
that area of the block. That's why drilling out the ends of the crack, V-notching the wound, and
welding don't permanently fix the problem. The block will just simply re-crack. His repair gets
the truck back on the road and gives the owner time to decide what he or she wants to do with
the engine. Ponci said the average lifespan for a welded block is usually a year or two before
cracks start to form again, but there's no guarantee. If you happen to be a professional welder
or know a friend who is , then there is a very labor-intensive process that involves welding the
block. Some say this repair will last the life of the engine. It involves using an extreme amount
of filler rod to basically rebuild and reinforce the weak area of the block. This welding procedure
can be found at: Buying A Flawed Vehicle So the real question is: Should these problems keep
you from owning or buying an '89 to '02 Dodge? Our answer is no, they shouldn't. In the case of
the '89 to '98 trucks, just get the KDP fixed as soon as possible. On the '99 to '02 Dodges, our
advice would be to stay away from the block trucks, because not all '99 to '02 Dodges used the
53 blocks. If you do find a block Cummins-powered truck, we'd negotiate heavily on price.
Sources Source Automotive. More Photos View Slideshow. By Jason Sands. Follow Truck
Trend Network Facebook. Top 10 Turbo Articles on TruckTrend. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign
Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from
Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from
carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network. By subscribing you agree to the
terms and conditions of our terms of use. Cummins' Fatal Flaws. LS1 vs. LS2 vs. LQ9 vs. L33
vs. LS7 vs. LS9 vs. Thanks to its electronic VP44 injection pump, the valve version of the 5. Find
out for yourself below. Give the following list a glance. And once again stay tuned for more.
Mod lists for the common-rail 5. Available from various aftermarket vendors, a boost elbow will
allow the turbo to produce as much as 35 psi, lower your exhaust gas temperature EGT and add
horsepower to the bottom line. Because the factory lift pump is known to die a slow death, it
gradually feeds less and less fuel supply pressure to the VP This can lead to both the lift pump
and injection pump checking out. Before you get too carried away with modifications, we would
install a gph lift pump system from AirDog for this very reason. Aftermarket, 4-inch diameter
exhaust systems are pretty affordable for second-gen Cummins trucks. The turbo-back system
shown comes from Diamond Eye Performance , is aluminized and comes without a muffler or

exhaust tip. With added fueling and more than 30 psi of boost on tap thanks to the Edge Comp
box and boost elbow, make sure you pick up a pyrometer to measure exhaust gas temperature
and a boost gauge to keep tabs on the turbo. Although the stock turbocharger will be nearing
its limit, you can get away with throwing a hp set of injectors into a valve and having it live. Just
make sure you watch your EGT when towing or hot-rodding around. The hp injectors offered by
Scheid Diesel provide proven power gains and are built using brand new Bosch nozzles. EGT
will be cooler and the added airflow will yield more power over the previous budget. This turbo
utilizes a 62mm compressor wheel, 65mm turbine wheel and a 14cm 2 turbine housing. The best
way to make power with a VP44 is to add a sizeable set of injectors. Both chargers feature a
forged milled wheel FMW compressor wheel, a degree thrust bearing for ultimate reliability and
a T3 turbine inlet flange. With a reputation for building durable, high-flowing Cummins exhaust
manifolds, a T3 Pulse manifold from BD Diesel would be the route we would take. Although the
valve 5. Even threading one ARP head stud in at a time has been known to not cause any head
gasket issues on high-mileage engines. Most importantly, it comes with a billet input shaft the
factory input is at risk of breaking around rwhp. Sign up for more restomod content to add
horsepower to your inbox. Things to Keep in Mind: These trucks are getting older. The labor to
have these parts installed has purposely been excluded. Check out all our other budget diesel
mods articles! Recommended For You. Threshold for Pain: Cummins Edition. Subscription
Confirmed! Continue on to the site and look for links to the latest articles, as soon as they are
released. Sign me up for a quarterly digital magazine subscription. View or Download our free
Digital Magazines Today! Go to newsstand. Make Dodge. Model Ram Hello diesel family and
friends, thank you for your faithful following and Happy and blessed new year to everyone,, We
have recently downsized to a small mom and pop operation licensed dealership here in carlisle
PA to sell 5 or so trucks a month, we are small and I do this more for a hobby than anything
else. What I hate the older ones here in the northeast since they just melt away from all the rust
and bondo they are loaded up with so I fly out west to Southern California,Texas, and other west
coast and southern states to buy a few clean rustfree 1 owners and drive them home to sell in
the northeast. She fires right up no smoke no blow by. Good tight front end, good brakes,
exhaust, tires ok shape they are BFG's 31's, great engine and turbo power hit the throttle and
she wil fly, trans shifts perfect too as a new one should, Real nice leather interior, no rips or
tears non smoker owner, no dash cracks, stains ect, body in awesome shape no rust clean
glossey paint, rust free frame, spray in liner, leer cap, must see must drive truck is pure
awesome in every way, Also note as with any high mile pickup truck I have ever seen this truck
like those has its normal wear and tear isses such as exterior stone chips, small scraches,
parking lot dings, minor leaks, interior wear, but overall still looks great, works great, with all
the power toys inside working, fly in drive home Hello diesel family and friends, thank you for
your faithful following and Happy and blessed new year to everyone,,I'd like to share a little
about my self just to let you all know who you are dealing with before we get together in a
business deal, I also have all my policies which have worked for me the past 14 years dealing
on ebay and online deals so please read, thanks For those of you who remember when you got
your car fueled up the attendant that ran out to fill your car up? That was me He let me in the
garage when I got to high school and did engine work, brakes, welding and just about
everything else but where I really excelled is when he started selling cars, I enjoyed helping
customers find the car or truck or there dreams. I started my own lot in and built it up to the size
of any new car dealership with 50 employees, 12 shop bays and well over trucks on the lot, we
sold that property and dealership back in and today nearing 60 years old I am semi retired and
opened a small hobby lot located in Carlisle PA. I still have the passion for diesel trucks in
which I'm an expert by the way anyone who does anything successful for 35 years is an expert
in my opinion , and I also have the passion just as I did at 18 to help people find the truck of
there dreams. If you give me the opportunity I promise I will do everything in my power not to let
you down This is an Orlando Floridia 2 owner truck, I bought it from a Dodge dealer installed
tow hitch in the bed and brought my new trailer home with it. Beautiful all original paint with no
rust or acciedents, since it was garagedmost of the time the paint did not chalk in the hot
Floridia sun, great gloss, frame is mint. Inside its all black leather heate and power, everything
working non smoker no dash cracks everything working, mechanically fully deaer serviced from
Orlando Dodge, real good rubber, buy it now includes both aftermarket wheels shown and
factory wheels not shown, only K certified miles and trust me it drives just like it nice and tight
with awesome power!!! Miles, equipment, service history its got it all, any Dodge dealer would
be asking 20 grand just do the homework you will see, my price is whosale and not negotiable,
if your needing one of the best 01's out there get it before it goes away. Also please keep it real
it is a 01 pickup in original cond so expect some but very minimal wear and tear like nicks, rock
chips, tiny scratches adstuff like this its 15 years old, but super nice The exterior is just

beautiful, original looking red finish with good glossey paint, no clear issues, no rust or major
dents, scrapes, very nice frame and unibody, mint interior with non smoking original owner, no
cracks or rips no smells or stains, everything working, Mechanically like new, evry service
reacord up to date, I just installed 4 brand new Cooper AT 10 ply radials, brakes and exhaust
last week, good tight front end, strong motor with no leaks or blow by. Truck is car fax certified
miles, must see and drive to believe.. Non Smoker truck. Equipped with power windows, power
locks, cd player , power mirror, sliding rear window, power seat, tow pkg, trailer brake, spray in
bed liner and so many more options to list Only 91k miles. I am selling this because I got
something different. It's been wonderful thus far, no issues at all. Great for Hotshot trucking,
trailer towing! No CDL required! Very Economical 20mpg! Rubber is ok, good brakes and
exhaust, new clutch, drives super strong with no issues or concerns, this was a highway driven
salesmans truck with good service history. Body is better than anything you will ever find up
north at any miles guys, most all original paint, no rust ever very clean paint real straight body,
frame and underbody is MINT, nice clean interior no rips or cracks, has ice cold air and
everything working, I personally drove this truck from Floridia and would run it to Alaska
tomorrow if I needed too. I would give a limited 30 day warranty for the buy it now money I have
no problem with miles and I have 30 years of cummins experience! Some cosmetic wear and
tear to be expected like stone nicks, small scratches stuff like this but over all for year and miles
totally nice as you can find Tom The cummins fires right up, no smoke no drips. Great power,
no mods or chips, nice tight front end, shifts like new, cold air. Interior is nice, no rust body real
straight too, frame is super clean, nothing not to like including the low whosale price which I
firm. Thanks for looking Tom We drove up from Houstin no problem ready to drive anywhere.
All power equipment on this vehicle is in working order. There are no known defects in this
vehicle. There are no dings on this vehicle. The exterior of this vehicle is clean, better than
average. A non-smoker owned vehicle. The interior is in excellent condition. The odometer
reflects accurate mileage. The transmission shifts like it was new. This vehicle has like brand
new tires. This truck is the ultimate for getting the job done, its got the factory camper special
package, heavier springs, better cooling and sway bars, the truck overall has been taken very
well cared for fresh filters and fluids, the 5. Super tight front end, good ball joints, track bar and
steering box, 4" exhaust and good brakes, I also installed 6 new Michilen type highway rubber,
4 rv shocks and alignment, at 75 is is perfectly straight down the highway no pulling or swaying.
Truck never had a 5th wheel owner towed from the hitch only as well as a slide in camper, has
nice brake controller and tie downs. Inside truck is also spectacular no rips, cracks or tears, no
stains very nicly kept, non smoker too. Body is beautiful no rust, clean original Patriot blue
finish good clear coats, nice gloss really sharp! Nice frame, bed nice has tow brake and rear
hitch used for customers fishing boat. Mechanically like perfect, well maintained truck, the
cummins engine fires right up good batteries, injectors and recent VP and lift pump, decent all
matching mitchlins, new exhaust tight front end no problems. No chips programmers or mods
ever, elder owner,. Inside the leather is very clean, non smokers truck, no stains or smells, no
dash cracks, all power toys working great too, Truck is must see and must drive good miles
clear title in my name ready to transfer, and best of all priced to sell quickly on a first come
basis For sale this week guys is my Dodge Ram SLT Larimie quad door shortie 6foot box 4x4
with the high output hp cummins diesel engine and a 6 speed stick with rears. I drove this gal
up from the beach in Murtle beach SC a few months ago. Truck runs sweet and looks great. The
5. Good tight front end, good brakes, rubber good too! Fresh filters and fluids new PA state
insp. Great power, recent VP fuel injection pump has awesome fuel pressure and engine
compression, tranny shifts perfect no sync grinds good tight clutch, mechanically sound and
mechanic checked ready to roll. Cosmetically also ready to go, the paint is nice and glossey no
major dents or scrapes, very straight truck, good clean frame, brake lines, oil pan ect. Bed in
good shape has tow package and electric brake unit, clean interior non smoker truck no stains
or smells, good dash, all power toys working cold air. Has minimal wear and tear, minor stone
nicks small scratches stuff like that but overall for price miles and age you definatly will be
impressed throught this truck, very hard to find unit with the 6 speed and shortbox 4x4 so do
not wait I have it priced to sell quick Thnaks for looking Tom diesel experts Carlisle This is
probably the best 2nd gen Dodge diesel on here. I bought this truck a year ago for my wife to
drive but shes decided its to much truck for her so here it is. Pictures do not do this beautiful
truck justice. The combination of the diesel with the short bed and sport package is extremely
hard to find but I personally think it made for one of the best looking trucks ever. I'ts almost
completely stock. It's never been chipped or tuned. It's not been offroaded or raced. Well
maintained I've been through this vehicle from grill to tailgate. Every fluid was changed, every
little thing checked, fixed or replaced. This truck is nearly perfect. Please feel free to ask any
qustionOn Aug at PDT, seller added the following information: Several people have asked about

rust. This truck has been in Arizona its whole life and has no rust at all. It was recently painted
because the sun damage. Quality paint was use and plenty of it. This was no macco paint job.
Hello diesel family and friends, thank you for your faithful following and Happy and blessed new
year to everyone from Toms Diesel truck center on ebay, I sell all my diesels on ebay only I do
not have a web site, please stop down if you can or just check on ebay here from time to time I
will put one or two new trucks on as I get them ready for sale,,,thanks T I'd like to share a little
about my self just to let you all know who you are dealing with before we get together in a
business deal, I also have all my policies which have worked for me the past 14 years dealing
on ebay and online deals so please read, thanks I started my own lot in and built it up to the size
of any new car dealership with 50 employees, 12 shop bays and well over trucks on the lot, we
sold that property and dealership back in and today nearing 60 years old I am semi retired and
opened this small hobby lot located in Carlisle PA. A few things to know before bidding or
becoming interested in one of my trucks, I do not play games with the price, I do my homework
price low for fast cash sales on the buy it now that is what I need if you do the research you will
see, however serious cash buyers are encouraged to bring cash offers close to buy it now we
might deal to the right buyer, the right buyer to me does his or her homework and knows the
market price on these old diesels, is easy to deal with and has there expectations in line, what
I'm not looking for is people shooting lowball prices, bringing a magnifying glass to scrutinize a
year old work truck, if you need new I do not sell that they are tens of thousands of dollars more
money and don't last long at all go to the new dealer if that is the case. But if your serious about
buying a nice older diesel and are good to get along with that is me as well I will make you a
sweet deal, stop down if you can.. These don't come cheap guys matter of fact these are things I
pay up for, and if these attributes are important to you then you understand my price is more
than fair, you can steal the rusty ones guys on craigslist, please go there if mine is out of
budget, but if your looking for something special and get the bank for it please get with me, this
kind of truck comes around only once in a blue moon don't miss it.. Must be seen and driven for
full appreciationthanks Diesel Tom Some minor wear and tear associated with a 16 year old
pickup truck like rock chips small parking lot dings, small scratches and interior wear.. Its on a
first come basis so don't let it get away, have other cummins lower priced with much higher
miles rustfree to list next month so keep me as a seller, no I don't have a website I just sell one
or 2 a month on ebay as I prepare them for sale. Mchanically just the best you will find, I just
installed new track bar bushings and 4 brand new cooper 10 ply radials with alignment and new
power steering box and a SB air cleaner system. Good brakes good exhaust, hit the key the
cummins fires right up, looks like the injection pump and fuel system was also just installed in
there. No flaws or nothing not to like, only normal wear and tear drives absautly straight and
tight, great power shifts excellent, new rubber and fuel system, nothing to do but fly in drive
home. Mechanically I don't think you will find a better running cummins guys, I had all 5
syncros and the tranny pretty much redone with a new clutch disc this past month, also all 4
ball joints just installed with a fresh set of track bar bushings and alignment, also I see where
the previous owner had a new injection pump recently dropped in,trust me guys to drive this gal
is to love her, the batteries fire it right up, great power without any chips or programs ever, no
lifts or other mods on this adult owner truck, that new tranny shifts like butter smooth all 5
gears, those new ball joints track her down the interstate like an arrow. Good brakes I also
installed all new e brake cables it works perfect, has the 06 Ram alloys, overall real solid
mechanically, tires and exhaust are at the limits and will need changed out in the near future,
there are so many options to go with on these 2 items I dropped the price from to and let that up
to you guys. Again I don't have time to get back to low offers they go automatically go to trash
so please don't call on "bottom line" because its the buy it now that's the bottom, and if you
take the time to do your homework you will find a high quality rustfree well maintained cummins
5 speed you wont find a price this low out there, thanks for looking Tom the diesel expert,
Carlisle PA more to come. Brooklyn, NY. Bakersfield, CA. Dallas, OR. Federal Way, WA. Garden
City, NY. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale
01 Dodge Cummins. Year Make Dodge Model Ram ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Filter Results. There is no better place to find
high performance diesel parts and accessories for your Dodge Cummins truck than Sinister
Diesel. We even carry the filters, fluids, and tools you need to get the job done right. To get the
best performance from your Dodge Cummins diesel, your engine needs to be fed the coolest,
densest air in the smoothest way possible. Sinister Diesel can help you find the best Cummins
Braking System. On medium and heavy-duty diesel trucks, Coolant Filtration Systems and
heavy-duty Oil Filtration Systems are a necessity to meet the durability expectations of those
engines. But, fluid filtration Differential for Cummins. But the stock Timely maintenance is key
to keeping your Cummins-powered Dodge truck running at peak efficiency and working for you.

But years of hard work and high performance can take their toll and sometimes a From the
headers down to the The diesel injectors inside a modern Cummins engine are reliable and
tough. But over time and hundreds of thousands of miles, they can become worn and weak.
Cummins Diesel Injectors from Sinister The intercooler and charge piping system in your
Cummins-powered Dodge truck is massively important to the performance and power output of
your truck. However, the stock intercooler and plumbing Once you start pushing your Cummins
diesel truck past its original power levels, an
2004 hyundai sonata manual
03 ninja 250
2002 mercury grand marquis problems
aftermarket Fuel Lift Pump is often needed to help you maintain proper fuel supply. The diesel
injection pumps New Cummins Products. OEM Cummins. Sinister Diesel has done all the hard
work for you and assembled performance packages from our favorite products. Our Cummins
performance packages and maintenance kits make it easy to complete some Using all the
horsepower and torque you have at your disposal in your Dodge Cummins can be very difficult
unless you can send it to the wheels. A stock transmission is rarely up to the task of
Performance Diesel Tuners for Your Dodge Cummins Getting extra performance from your
Cummins diesel has never been simpler than with a plug- in performance tuner. Our diesel
tuners give you the Choosing the right turbo or twin turbo kit is one of the most misunderstood
technical aspects of high-performance Cummins turbo diesel tuning. By pushing enough fuel
into your engine, you can No attributes to narrow your search. Reset Filter. Password Forgot
Password?

